1920’s Grover Cleveland Alexander Stall & Dean Marathon 4272 Speed Model
This is a great glove. It’s extremely soft and supple inside and out and it hasn’t been cleaned. It could stand a light
cleaning to bring out the light stampings. This is an important model to glove collectors. On the thumb it says, “I use
and recommend this glove” but it’s light as is the model number and endorsement. They are very light. The lining is
butter soft and has no holes at all. If it had a flaw, it’s the little nick on the wrist strap piping and ever so faint initials
on the strap glove, which might be able to be cleaned off…………….……………………………………….......…$325

Early 1900’s Buckle Back Buckle Web Crescent Padded Catchers Mitt
This well-made model is in good condition. The leather is supple with some cracking along the back of the thumb
and few other areas. The inner lining feels great on the hand with no holes or cracking. The face of the glove
features unique stitching to reinforce the palm area. The web strap is a replacement as the original was missing when
found. On the top face, there is a faded makers mark but it is unreadable. Great example of an early 20th century,
high quality catchers mitt……………………………………………………………………………………………$595

1933-35 Wilson Ever Greased Rite 654 Zipper Heel
Produced for just three years from 1933 to 35, the Ever Greased Rite model zipper heel was designed to grease the glove
from the inside with Vaseline. This is a Steer Hide model. It’s missing the pull tab for the zipper. The leather is in very
good condition and has no holes or tears……………………………………………………………………………….$495

Early 1900’s Buckle Back Buckle Web Catchers Mitt
The mitt is thick, well padded and has a really nice antique look to it. The leather is still very soft and supple and has a
great on hand feel. No rips or tears inside. It's a full adult size at 10"H X 9 1/2"W and features all leather
construction. There is an old seam stitching repair at the crotch in the pocket. It is well done and not visible on
display so it was left alone. The heel only lacing is very old……………………………………….…………….... $275

1930’s Lon Warneke 100 Junior Model Glove in Picture Box
This is a super tough pre-war glove in picture box. The glove is a Junior Model 100. The box is sturdy and in nice
structural condition. It’s all original with no ink..................……...…………………………………….……….…$250

1900’s-10’s Ratsch Peerless Full Web
This is an early 1900’s white Ratsch Peerless full web with the rare iconic yellow and black celluloid button. The
glove measures 9" from left to right and 9.5" from top to bottom. The lining is in excellent condition and feels nice
and smooth all the way through the finger stalls. Gloves and mitts from this manufacturer, including the famous
Duck Webs, are pretty tough to come by. As far as white full webs from Ratsch Peerless, in the words of many in
the glove collecting community, “Find another one!”………………………………………………………….…..$750

1927-28 Bucky Harris Ken Wel 559
This glove is in outstanding condition patterned off the Dazzy Vance model. Bucky Harris gloves are difficult in this
model………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…….$500

1920’s Chief Meyers Goldsmith CM Catchers Mitt
This is a beast of a mitt. It’s as fat as a pig. This was a top of the line catchers mitt in the 20’s. It’s in all original
condition. It features the patented March 22, 1910 buckle strap, a Goldsmith tag on the thumb and all original lacing.
The exterior leather is thick and smooth, so smooth that the stampings are light. The front is dark and the back is a rich
red-brown color. It has a smooth lining free of holes. It has a small white mark on the front but that’s about it other
than the light stampings. Extremely rare mitt………………...……………………………………….…..…………..$450

1930’s Beecrux Double Tag, Buckle Back from England
Interesting model glove from England. The leather is soft and supple. Inner lining does not run up into finger stalls.
Tag on strap and a National Baseball Association patch on lining. Ink on back of pinky. Unique model that displays
well…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…$250

Early 1900’s Webless Mini Glove
This mini webless glove is 7” tall. It’s a small kid’s or salesman’s sample (with no index finger seam) and has an
interesting material wrist strap. The lining was either patched or much of the asbestos has worn away. Displays cool
and not many of these around!................................................................................................………………….…$1,200

1920’s Bill Doak Rawlings Special & Burk & Co. With Two Tags
This is a unique double tagged lefty Bill Doak Special glove. It’s a high-end model and both tags are in nice
condition. The lining is smooth and feels nice on the hand but exhibits chafing near the heel. The exterior leather is
supple. Owner name in ink. Displays cleanly from front and back. Light factory stamping visible on palm. Retail
tagging for Burk & Co., Nashville, TN……………………………...…………………………………………...…$450

1920’s Lou Gehrig Banner Peerless B164 Basemitt
This mitt is all original and in excellent condition. The lining is smooth and feels great on the hand. Comes with a
replica ball displayed with it……………….…......………...……….……………………….…...…….……...…$1,800

1930’s Bill Terry Wilson 550......…………………………………………………………….……………...………$400

1940’s Tony Lazzeri Marathon 4227……….………………………………………………………………………...$200

1930’s Spalding Rainey Trap Web
This is 30’s Rainey Trap Web glove. It can be either an Earle Combs or a Pinky Whitney model but I can’t tell. It
would need to be cleaned to tell for sure. The exterior leather is smooth and supple and so is the inner lining. It feels
great on the hand but has the smallest hole on the way into the pinky tunnel. It’s probably the size of a pencil eraser.
You can’t feel it when your hand is in it. It features the deep patent stamping on the web as well as a nick off the top.
The tag is there but worn…………………………………………………………………………..………………..$225

1920’s Victor, Wright & Ditson 1” Web
This is a beautiful black Victor, Wright & Ditson 1” web or sewn web glove. The exterior leather is supple and the
lining is outstanding. Feels fantastic on the hand…..................……………………………………………..…..…$750

1910’s Derby Full Web
This is one of only two Derby brands I have ever seen and the nicer of the two. It is an adult sized high quality full
web. The exterior leather is a great honey color, smooth but a little stiff. It could use a conditioning to soften it up.
It has some period stitch repairs on the front. The tag is complete with no rips or tears but some of the gold lettering
is light. The leather piping is in great condition. The lining looks great but has a hole at the thumb tunnel opening.
Feels fine once on.…………………………….……………………………………………………………….....…$275

1910’s/20’s J.C. Higgins 1665 1” Web
This is a neat lefty 1” web. The web is placement of the web and how low it is on the thumb and forefinger makes it a
bit unique. It features a smooth lining, nice piping and tag….………………………………………………….......…$275

1930’s-40’s Morris Arnovich George A. Reach WOW
This glove is close to near mint condition. It's a large, high quality glove. A beauty inside and out. Unimprovavble
factory markings, nice reddish-brown leather contrasting with the yellow dyed leather wrist strap. Pretty cool!........$210

1920’s-30’s Dazzy Vance Marathon 4234
This is one of the more difficult Vance models with only two Marathons cataloged. This one has fantastic exterior
leather that is extremely supple and super high quality. The inner lining isn’t as nice. It has some checking and holes
up where the finger tunnels start. Once on, it’s not so bad but you have to get your hand past the rough part at the base
of some of the tunnels. Top lace replaced but the cool braided heel lace appears to be original. It has no ink, rips or
tears................................................................................................................................................................................$175

1910’s Ty Cobb Brand W.B. Jarvis Full Web
Extremely rare manufacturer. The glove has a nice Jarvis/Cobb patch but the glove has both interior and exterior leather
issues. There is a hole in the palm area and a second hole between the middle and ring finger. The patch is the most
important part and it’s in-tact and very readable……………………………………………….……………………....$475

1950’s Harvey Haddix Rawlings HH The Kitten
This is a very high end model. It shows normal use but has not been abused. It has a nice smooth lining that feels
great on the hand. It has never been cleaned and could be shined up nicely. The flaw on this one is that the Rawlings
tag is a little ripped but it is still complete and displays nicely. All the laces are original and tight and it has no ink.
This is the model Willie Mays used for “the catch” off Vic Wertz in the ’54 World Series……...……….………...$95

1938 Jimmie Foxx Spalding 221-51 Professional Model Basemitt
This mitt is in outstanding condition and only made in 1938………………..……………………………….…….$500

1900s D&M Full Web
This is early 1900’s white D&M full web with the black and gold patch. The glove measures 8.5" from left to right
and 9" from top to bottom. The leather feels nice and soft and the lining is in nice shape up through the fingers stalls
with some cracking toward the bottom of the glove. This is a beautiful white example and displays very nicely from
the front or the back………………………………………………………………………………………………...$400

1960 Hank Bauer Rawlings TG 36 TrapEze in Box
I’ve had this empty box since 1995. It took 22 years to find the right model to put into it. Winning bidder can try to
upgrade it. It’s a matching numbers TrapEze model. It has no ink and is all original. It just needs a cleaning, I did
my job as a custodian of the hobby by pairing the two back up. Now I’m satisfied. My job is done. Time to move it
along. The top box pic is the front, the next is the left side, the next is the back and then the right side……….…$125

1920’s D&M G97 Wapiti 1 Inch Web
This is a golden tan color Wapiti leather 1” web. The interior lining is butter soft and it has a unique web…….....…$750

1940’s Babe Ruth Spalding
This model has a smooth lining, some silver in the endorsement and a nice button. Oooh! ………………….…$1,200

c. 1925 Cy Perkins Rawlings/Schmelzer’s HL Catchers Mitt
This is a landmark Harry Latina designed mitt and a Rawlings flagship model for decades. The mitt features the patented
double snap pinky and thumb loops that are still intact and functional. The lacing and all the metal grommets are intact.
The wrist strap has some surface cracks but is still intact and functional. The mitt is 10" in diameter. The exterior
leather is still supple. There are no holes or tears. The inner lining has some light wear but is still smooth for a great on
hand feel. The leather piping has some light wear. The factory markings on the front are remarkedly intact with the
Rawlings logo at the top and "Professional" somewhat obscured below. The model number HL is easily seen. The
Perkins endorsement is very strong as is the Patent stamp of "Nov. 17, 1925" on the side. The mitt is distinguished by
the two near perfect cloth patches, one a Rawlings and the other a Schmelzer’s Athletic Goods...……...…………... $195

c. 1922-30 Bill Doak Rawlings Original
We in the hobby refer to this one as the “Doak Original” and this model was made until 1930. It’s in stellar condition.
It features both Bill Doak and Rawlings tags on the wrist strap, a Rawlings incised button and a nice white lining...…$750

1960’s Larry Yogi Berra Spalding 42-707 Personal Model Catchers Mitt
This was a top of the line "Personal Model" and features the rare "Spoke Web". It's a large mitt, easily 11"H X 11"W
measuring in through the pocket. It is in near mint condition………………………………………………………....$195

1940’s Joe DiMaggio Spalding Marvel 133
This is a yellow-orange Joe DiMaggio Spalding 133. Of all the DiMaggio models out there, the 133 is the staple and
most say the one that belongs in every collection. It’s a super high quality model and this example shows very little
use while still retaining much of its original silver. The inner lining feels fantastic. It could use a light cleaning as it
has never been cleaned, is all original and has no ink……………...……………………...………………....…..…$250

1950’s Hobie Landrith Rawlings BOF Catchers Mitt in Box
The mitt is close to near mint with minimal playing time. The markings on the front are still clear with silver stamping.
The back of the mitt is flawless. It's a large mitt at 10"H X 11"W. It was one of Rawlings’ better mitts back in the day
and is supple all leather construction. The box and lid are 100% in tact with slight water staining to the label and minor
warping of the cardboard sides…………………………………………………………………………………………$175

1940’s Kanazawa Sporting Goods Tokyo Catchers Mitt
This mitt is for a left-handed thrower and is in good shape. The leather is a bit stiff but is of high quality. The face
stampings are worn but still visible. This model is the K350. There are some white paint spots on the back of the mitt as
well as a tear to the left of the wrist strap area. Overall, it is a unique piece with a cool looking patch………….…….$95

1920’s J. Hans Wagner J.C. Higgins 1666
The leather on this one is in excellent condition. It has no rips, tears or seam separations. It features a readable
signature as well as clean J.C. Higgins tag ……………………..……………………….…………………..………....$950

1920’s Victor, Wright & Ditson 1” Web
The exterior white leather is in good shape, no rips or tears. Genuine Horsehide is still stamped at the heel. The cloth
patch and logo button are super. The inner lining is in poor shape with holes at the palm and finger stalls. The glove
still feels OK on the hand. It's a good size glove measuring 9 3/4"H X 9"W. The leather piping is in good shape….$140

1940’s WWII Japanese Glove
Laced web model in nice condition with the exception of a small hole in the upper palm area of the interior. This is an
extremely rare model with one of the biggest and neatest tags you will ever see on a glove………………………….$295
……………………………………………$325

1940’s Jimmy Brown MacGregor Goldsmith G20
Mint, unused condition………………………………………………………………………………………...…….…$135

1920’s Rev-O-Noc Catchers Mitt
This extremely rare brand is soft inside and out. It’s a large adult sized mitt and he inner lining is smooth and feels
good on the hand. The tag is frayed a bit on the bottom left. It does have a little hole underneath the right buckle
strap and visible when stretched out or when put on. There are a few numbers on the back of the thumb. It’s in all
original condition and should clean up nicely………………………………………………………………………$125

1940’s Ripon Knitting Works Professional Model
This one shows some shelf wear but almost no use. The silver stamps are all clear. It is really well made, all leather
construction and still soft and supple. Full adult size at 9 1/4"H X 10"W…………………………………………….$135

1920’s Stall & Dean Two Tone Catchers Mitt
This is a large Stall & Dean two tone black and brown buckle back catchers mitt in great
condition……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…$300

1900s Victor Sporting Goods Full Web
This early white full web glove measures 8.5" from left to right and 9.5" from top to bottom. The lining is in nice
condition and is feels great on the hand. It makes me want to go out and have a catch or sit on the couch with it on
during a game. White full webs are pretty tough to come by from this manufacturer…………………………….$475

1930’s Pie Traynor Special Glove in Picture Box
This is a rare pre-war picture box and is a very desirable model in terms of early picture boxes. The Cronin,
Hornsby, Hubbell and Vander Meer are the others. The glove is extremely difficult to upgrade. The box is sturdy
and in-tact. It has some graphics or color loss but is in nice structural condition…...……………...…….…….…$450

1940’s/-50’s Bill Dickey MacGregor Goldsmith G171 Professional Model Catchers Mitt
The mitt is in super condition with supple leather and great on hand feel. It has a high quality all leather construction
and doubled up finger design. Measuring in through the pocket, the glove is full size at 10"H X 11"W. Nice cloth patch
and great markings on the face………………………….…………………………………………………………….. $150

1920’s Waite Hoyt………………………………………………………………………….……………...…….........$200

1930’s Ethan Allen Goldsmith EA….……….…………………………………………………………………….…$500

1900’s Spalding Full Web
Early 1900’s white Spalding full web with the black patch. The glove measures 9" from left to right and 9.5" from
top to bottom. The web has a slight half-inch separation at the top of the thumb. The asbestos lining is in
impeccable condition and looks and feels amazing all the way through the finger stalls…………………………..$600

1940’s Dizzy Trout OK LR
Fabulous, extra Large, high quality glove with unbeatable on hand feel. Double tunnel web, all leather piping and
markings on the face crystal are clear……..…………………………………………………………………………....$175

1920’s Harry Gowdy D&M 704 Catchers Mitt
This Wapiti Elk model mitt has seen very little play. The factory logo, endorsement and model number on the face are
all strong. The cloth patch is very nice. The mitt features a leather reinforcing band along the top and thumb. The
leather is still supple inside and out. The mitt is 10"H X 10 1/2"W……..………………………………………….…$250

1950’s Bob Avila JC Higgins 454M Made in Mexico Glove
This glove features a soft and supple leather that feels great on the hand. Stampings are somewhat worn but still retain a
bit of silver. There is some faded black ink on the back of the thumb and some red markings on front of the
thumb. Glove features a double lacing through the fingers and red piping. The button is missing from the back strap
and has been sewn (vintage repair). A unique glove that is not often seen……………………………………………..$75

1910’s Goldsmith Full Web
The front of the glove displays well. The back shows some wear to the wrist strap and around the wrist opening. The
soft, suede-like inner lining is intact. The rare white/red cloth patch is in great shape. The glove measures 8 1/2"H X
8"W. More than likely a youth model…………………………………………………………………………….…..$115

1930’s Bill McGee Lowe & Campbell 260..……………………………………………….……………...…….........$125

1930’s Johnny Vergez Wilson 640….……….…………………………………………………………………….…$125

1920’s-30’s Dubow Basemitt
Web sewn to the thumb and laced to the body. The markings on the face are very light. The design of the mitt points
to a Dubow brand. It’s high quality and well-constructed, with great on hand feel. I's an adult size at 9"H X 9
1/2"W……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….......$75

1920’s XAC 1 Inch Web
This is one of the softest gloves I have ever felt inside and out. The buttery soft calfskin type leather feels fantastic
both in the interior and exterior. This is one you want to wear all the time. There are no real flaws to speak of. The
logo is a little light but that’s it. All the seams are tight, it has no ink and it’s all original…….…………….....…$275

1920’s Bill Doak Rawlings Special
This Bill Doak Special is hardly used, if at all. This beefy lefty rarer “Special” model features original lacing and
smooth lining, nice Rawlings button and great diagonal Rawlings label. It’s not broken in yet..……………….…$385

1940’s Harry Gumbert Ken Wel 564
This triple tunnel web glove has soft, supple leather and high quality, all leather construction. Great on hand feel.
Markings on the face are all real clear, stamped "Extra Large". Cloth patch is near perfect. The double wrist strap
buttons and wide wrist strap are pretty cool……………………………………………………………………………$175

1930’s Alex Taylor 55M Basemitt
This is a high model in great condition featuring a nice patch and the two players playing catch in the pocket. All
stampings are visible.………………………………………………………………………………………………...…$200

1910’s JC Higgins Full Web
White early JC Higgins full web with the black and gold patch. The glove measures 9" from left to right and 9.5"
from top to bottom. The lining is in nice condition and is feels smooth with some slight cracking in the upper finger
stalls……………………………………………………………………………………….………………………...$400

1930’s Virgil Barnes Wilson 638...…………………………………………………………….……………...………$300

1940’s Rogers Hornsby Wilson S5521-3……….……………………………………………………………………$150

1920’s Joe Hauser Rawlings Basemitt
This is a very rare 1920's Rawlings base mitt. The mitt features the patented double snap finger and thumb loops and
intricate, patented webbing. Everything is all original and functions as it should. No markings left on the face but this
is the "Joe Hauser" model, top of the line in its day. No rips or tears and a great on hand feel. The cloth patch is in
good shape. The mitt measures 9 1/2"H X 11"W…………………………………………….……………………….$165

1950’s Harvey Haddix Rawlings HH The Kitten
Mint in box………………………………………….……………………………………………………………….…$790
Open to trades for nice Rawlings gloves.

1940’s Howard Pollet Nokona G51
A top glove in its day, it's an extra large triple tunnel web model and in great condition. Nice cloth patch and markings
in the pocket. This is the rare version with the triple stitching around the wrist opening. Great on hand feel……….$185

1900’s Lace Back Buckle Web Catchers Mitt
Early 1900’s lace back, buckle web catcher's mitt. The mitt is made of a buckskin/suede-type material and features a
neat, unique buckle web. The mitt was previously featured and sold in the famous 1999 Sotheby's Barry Halper
Collection auction. The original tag from what was dubbed "the finest and largest private collection baseball
memorabilia in the world" is still attached. It was reported that every item in the seven-day series (2481 lots) sold,
drawing over $21 million in sales. This mitt was a part of lot #2327.
The mitt measures 8" from left to right and 9" from top to bottom. The finger stalls feel nice and smooth all the way
through with no holes or tears………………………………………………………………...………………………$200

1950’s Al Kaline J.C. Higgins 1652
Made by Wilson, this glove is still soft and supple for a great on hand feel, no defects at all. It features the "Snap
Action" heel notch. The glove is adult sized and measures 9 1/2"H X 10 1/2"W………………...………………….....$75

1920’s Stall & Dean Decker Patent Buckle Back Buckle Web Basemitt
This basemitt has a nice tag and both buckles are securely fastened and in working condition. The only defect is that the
thumb stall in the inner lining has a hole in it.....……..……..……………………….…………..…………..………....$225

1940’s Rawlings G500 Professional Model
It features a double tunnel web and buckle back. The glove is tall and narrow with a long pocket and shorty fingers. It
measures 9 3/4"H X 9"W and is high quality construction. The leather is still soft and supple inside and out for a great
on hand feel. The cloth patch and factory stamps are just great. There is a 1/4" section of welting on the back at the
base of fingers two and three that is a little separated. Other than that, a real solid glove…………………………….$150

1940’s Tony York Nokona G12
This is a very soft glove with deep stampings, smooth lining, leather piping and some silver remaining. This will be
the softy you’ll want to play catch with…got to love those fat 40’s gloves!.................................……………….…$135

1930’s George Sisler Rawlings Basemitt
Adult-sized mitt with a smooth lining and tag wear...……………………………………………………………….…$195
Open to trades for nice Rawlings gloves.

1920’s Grinnell S81 1 Inch Web
Rare manufacturer in super condition. Leather is soft inside and out…………………………………………………$325

1920’s A.J. Reach 1” Web
This is a full adult sized glove with a nice tag……………………………………………………………………….…$185

Catchers Mitt Group #1
Clockwise from the top:
(1) An early Reach mitt, high quality with grommet web. Overall it’s in good shape. The tip of the buckle strap is
missing. Heel only lacing.
(2) A Spalding mitt, high quality, really huge with grommet web. Tip of buckle strap missing. Heel only lacing.
Patched pocket on the front is torn.
(3) A real oldie here believed to be a Victor model. It features the patented heel lacing and remnants of a buckle web
and hook and eyelet wrist closure. Nice tall style from the 1890's era.
(4) A crescent pad mitt with no manufacturer visible, grommet web, cloth piping, hook and eyelet wrist closure. The
front is OK, the back has a few tears in the leather.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$225

1920’s Hudson Professional Model 1” Web
White Hudson Sporting Goods 1” Sewn Web. The glove measures 9" x 9”. The glove features outstanding palm
stampings that read "Professional Model", "Genuine Horsehide", and has the Hudson Sporting Goods logo that
depicts the company name and "New York City". The lining is a bit rough and there are some tears up in the finger
stalls, but overall this glove displays great and the leather feels nice and soft. This might be the only known white
sewn web from this very hard to come by manufacturer…………………………………………………………...$200

1940’s Pete Reiser MacGregor Goldsmith JCR in Box
The glove was top of the line and is in great original condition with no flaws. The cloth patch and factory markings are
super. The glove measures 9 1/2"H X 10 1/2"W. The box is good. The lid is all there but in poor shape. The front
panel is detached and a 1" X 3" section on the top is detached………………………………………………………...$110

Catchers Mitt Group #2
Clockwise from the top:
(1) A Goldsmith mitt in fine shape. Cloth patch is missing. Logo still visible, cloth piping.
(2) An early Spalding mitt in good shape. Part of wrist strap detached but otherwise all intact.
(3) A Reach mitt with patented wrist strap. Cloth patch is good. Leather piping. The front is nice, the back has a few
tears.
(4) A Goldsmith mitt. Nice two-tone front and back, leather piping and cloth patch is good. Some damage to the top of
the mitt where padding is exposed.
....………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$199

1940’s Ewell Blackwell MacGregor Goldsmith XPL
The leather is still soft and supple inside and out and has a super on hand feel. No rips or tears anywhere. It's a real
wide body at 9 1/2"H X 11 1/2"W. The cloth patch is intact. The markings on the face are light but still readable…$90

1940’s Tony Lazzeri Marathon 4227
This glove shows very little use. The piping and lining are in perfect condition..…………..……….……..………....$325

1950's MacGregor GCB
"Custom Built" model GCB was MacGregor's top glove back in the day. It features the "Spider Web" design and
reverse button. The leather is still soft and supple for a great on hand feel. The cloth patch and factory markings are
great. The glove measures 9 1/2"H X 11"W. A solid glove in great shape…………………………………………….$75

1940’s Joe DiMaggio Spalding Marvel
This is a black Joe DiMaggio Spalding Marvel model. The exterior leather is supple and the lining feels nice on the
hand. It’s all original with no ink………………………...…………………………………………………..…..…$450

1920’s William Hargrave D&M Catchers Mitt
This is a tank of a catchers mitt. It’s a top of the line model in great condition…………………………………….…$300

1940’s Jack Kramer Rawlings G300......…………………………………………………………….…………….…$150

1930’s Freddie Maguire Wolverine 8.………….…………………………………………………………………….$175

1950's Bill Hunter Nokona G33
It features the "Fingerlok" and an early version of the wrist anchor. The leather is still supple and all intact. No rips or
tears. The cloth patch is nice and most of the factory stamps are still visible on the face. The glove is adult sized and
measures 9 1/2"H X 10 1/2"W…………………………………………………………………………………………..$75

Early 1900’s Goldsmith Full Web
This Early 1900s white Goldsmith full web with a rare white and red patch features the iconic iron cross. The
glove measures 9" x 9". The lining is in excellent condition and is nice and smooth with some cracking in the upper
finger stalls. This glove displays great from both the front and back…………………...…………………...…….$425

1950’s Mort Cooper Rawlings MC
This 50’s Rawlings model has a nice cloth label, Anchored Web and some silver still in most of the stampings.
Everyone should own one of these iconic models like the Mick had when starting out. It has a nice lining that feels
good but there is some surface cracking in parts………………………………………………...……………….…$200

1950’s Ted Williams Wilson A2936 Fieldmaster in Box
The numbers matching box is in excellent condition and contains the original pamphlet. The glove is mint...…...$395

c. 1910 Ty Cobb Endorsed Golden Sporting Shoe Co. High Top Cleats
GSSCo. woven tags on inside of each tongue. Made by Stall & Dean at the Brockton, MA factory. Ty Cobb
endorsement visible on the bottom of each shoe. Rare pair of high top cleats and one of only a handful of examples
known to exist with Cobb’s endorsement. …........................................................................................................…$950

